1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Huntington\'s disease (HD) is a neurodegenerative disease caused by a mutation in the *HTT* gene that produces an abnormal expansion of a cytosine-adenine-guanine (CAG) trinucleotide repeat. Symptoms include motor disturbances such as chorea, dystonia and bradykinesia, cognitive deficits, especially in executive functions, and psychiatric symptoms, such as apathy and depression. Despite the monogenic nature of HD, there is a high degree of heterogeneity in the prominence and evolution of each type of symptoms experienced by HD mutation carriers.

One possible source of such interindividual differences among HD patients could be the variability in the degree of neurodegeneration of different neural circuits. In this regard, neuroimaging studies can contribute to the understanding of the neurobiological basis of phenotypic heterogeneity. However, the vast majority of neuroimaging studies in the HD literature has focused on differences from healthy controls, overlooking the interindividual differences among HD patients.. Multivariate approaches including measures of the three symptom domains simultaneously are needed to establish the specificity between brain alterations and each symptom domain ([@bb0090]). Shedding light on the specificity of this relationship is vital in order to understand disease ([@bb0020]; [@bb0205]). Importantly, this may also enable the development of more personalised treatments since patients with greater prominence of motor, cognitive or psychiatric impairments may have different neurobiological characteristics even though they have the same underlying genetic mutation ([@bb0065]). With this purpose, many studies have tried to stratify patients of different disorders into subgroups. Interestingly, cellular studies on post-mortem brain tissue of HD patients have found distinctive patterns of neuronal loss associated with motor, psychiatric and mixed (motor and psychiatric) profiles ([@bb0295]; [@bb0060]; [@bb0225]; [@bb0220]). Neuroimaging techniques have been employed in neurodegenerative, psychiatric and neurodevelopmental disorders in order to subdivide patients in different profiles ([@bb0135]; [@bb0080]; [@bb0095]; [@bb0045]; [@bb0075]; [@bb0195]; [@bb0240]). However, this has never been applied to stratify HD profiles.

Combining clinical measures of the three main types of symptoms along with different neural measures could enable us to tease apart the neural substrates of the different types of symptoms experienced by HD individuals.. Different neuroimaging modalities can provide complementary information of brain structure and microstructure to study the neuropathological substrates of HD in the same patients. Given the clinical complexity and the alterations found in both grey and white matter in HD, integrating within-subject information from different imaging modalities may provide a more complete view of the neural substrates underlying each symptom.

Multimodal neuroimaging fusion approaches enable the study of the brain from different perspectives, making use of different modalities in a single analysis, thus offering a more comprehensive view. In contrast to classical multimodal studies, where data from different modalities are analysed separately, novel multimodal fusion approaches take advantage of the common information across modalities, estimating useful features from the different modalities independently ([@bb0110], [@bb0115]). This can reveal data variations not shown through the independent analyses ([@bb0005]). Analysing data in a multimodal way permits the investigation of brain variability between individuals that is common across different neuroimaging modalities, thus possibly reflecting a common pathophysiologic mechanism ([@bb0085]). Linked independent component analysis (Linked ICA) has been successfully used to characterise brain changes in ageing ([@bb0070]) and attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder ([@bb0085]; [@bb0335]). It uses a data-driven multivariate approach to elucidate the hidden structure of covariance across different modalities. This type of method reduces the dimensionality of the data from thousands of voxels to a manageable number of independent components, which can be interpreted individually and characterise a biophysically plausible form of variability ([@bb0115]). These components can then be related to specific behavioural measures.

Thus, given the importance of distinguishing the neurobiological basis linked to different profiles in a disease such as HD with no current cure, the aim of this study was to investigate the relationship between interindividual differences in brain structure and the prominence of the three main types of symptoms in HD. We used linked ICA to merge structural neuroimaging data from different modalities including grey matter and white matter measures in order to improve the potential sensitivity in distinguishing HD profiles. We hypothesised that interindividual differences in the damage in grey and white matter regions could explain the variability in the severity of each symptom domain.

2. Material and methods {#s0010}
=======================

2.1. Participants {#s0015}
-----------------

Forty-three HD mutation carriers participated in the current study between 2013 and 2017 in the area of Barcelona, Spain. HD mutation carriers were defined as carriers of the *HTT* mutation with ≥39 CAG repeats. Since cognitive and psychiatric symptoms as well as neural degeneration can precede the onset of motor symptoms we included manifest and premanifest individuals. Twenty-three of the gene carriers were manifest HD patients and 20 were premanifest individuals. The criterion to classify a gene carrier as manifest or premanifest was the diagnostic confidence score (DCS) of the Unified Huntington\'s Disease Rating Scale (UHDRS) ([@bb0145]), with a score of four indicating manifest stage and a score of less than four considered as premanifest stage. Participants\' demographic information is included in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Mean and standard deviation of demographic and clinical information.Table 1N total (preHD/manifest)43 (20/23)NGender (F/M)30/1343Age43.9 (11.9)43Education11.7 (3.4)42CAG44.2 (3.0)42CAP97.6 (23.5)42TFC12 (1.7)42  Motor domainUHDRS-motor13.1 (14.1)42  Cognitive domainVerbal fluency31.4 (15.1)41TMT B-A93.9 (79.2)38SDMT36.7 (15.7)41Stroop interference3.4 (10)39  Psychiatric domainLille Apathy−7.5 (4.6)36Delay discounting *k*0.02 (0.03)33Depression PBA1.8 (3)41Anxiety PBA1.7 (2.5)41Sensitivity to reward6.2 (3.9)41Sensitivity to punishment10 (6.6)41[^3]

None of the patients had previous history of neurological disorder other than HD. All participants signed an informed consent to participate in this study, which was approved by the ethics committee of Bellvitge Institute for Biomedical Research (IDIBELL) and Bellvitge Hospital. All procedures followed were in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration of 1975.

2.2. Symptom assessments {#s0020}
------------------------

Participants were evaluated in the three symptom domains (motor, cognitive and psychiatric) using a battery of clinical scales and questionnaires. The clinical assessment was carried out using the UHDRS, which comprises motor, cognitive and behavioural subscales. The UHDRS total motor score was selected as a measure of motor disability, with higher scores indicating more severe motor impairment. The cognitive domain was assessed with measures of cognitive flexibility (trail making test (TMT) B-A ([@bb0300])), verbal fluency (phonemic letter fluency test FAS ([@bb0035])), inhibitory control (Stroop interference ([@bb0100])), psychomotor speed (symbol digit modalities test, SDMT ([@bb0025])). In this case, higher scores in TMT B-A and Stroop interference indicate worse performance, while for verbal fluency and SDMT poorer performance corresponds to lower scores. Psychiatric measures included the Depression and Anxiety subscales of the short version of the Problem Behavioural Assessment (PBA-s ([@bb0215])), multiplying frequency by severity, with higher scores indicating more severe symptoms, as well as the Spanish version of the sensitivity to punishment and sensitivity to reward questionnaire (SPSRQ ([@bb0305])), with higher scores indicating more sensitivity, and the short Lille apathy scale ([@bb0265]), with higher scores indicating more severity. Due to time constrains, some of the behavioural variables were not acquired in some participants. From the behavioural database, we only included those variables in which \<15% of the data were missing. Behavioural data were windsorised in order to deal with outliers and standardised to z-scores. Missing values for each behavioural variable were replaced by the mean.

2.3. MRI data acquisition {#s0025}
-------------------------

MRI data were acquired using a 3 T whole-body MRI scanner (Siemens Magnetom Trio; Hospital Clínic, Barcelona) with a 32-channel phased array head coil. Structural images comprised a conventional high-resolution 3D T1 image (magnetisation-prepared rapid-acquisition gradient echo sequence (MPRAGE), repetition time (TR) = 1970 ms, echo time (TE) = 2.34 ms, inversion time (TI) = 1050 ms, flip angle = 9°, 1 mm isotropic voxels, 208 sagittal slices, matrix = 208 × 256 × 256, field of view (FOV) = 256 mm × 256 mm, slice thickness = 1 mm).

Diffusion weighted MRI (DW-MRI) data were acquired using a diffusion tensor imaging sequence using a dual spin-echo diffusion imaging sequence with GRAPPA (reduction factor of 4) cardiac gating, with TE = 92 ms, 2 mm isotropic voxels, no gap, 60 axial slices, FOV = 23.6 cm. In order to obtain the diffusion tensors, diffusion was measured along 64 non-collinear directions, using a single b-value of 1500 s/mm^2^ and interleaved with 9 non-diffusion b = 0 images. To avoid chemical shift artefacts, frequency-selective fat saturation was used to suppress fat signal.

2.4. MRI data processing {#s0030}
------------------------

### 2.4.1. Grey matter structure measures {#s0035}

#### 2.4.1.1. Voxel-based morphometry {#s0040}

A voxel-based morphometric (VBM) analysis was carried out using the vbm8 toolbox (<http://dbm.neuro.uni-jena.de/vbm/>) in the SPM8 software package (Welcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience Group, London, UK) running on MATLAB (v12.b, Mathworks, Natick, MA). Specifically, unified segmentation (Ashburner and Friston, 2005) was applied to the structural T1-weighted images of each subject to estimate tissue grey matter probability maps. During this segmentation step, spatial regularisation (regularisation: 0.02, discrete cosine transform warp frequency cut-off of 22) was adapted to account for striatal neurodegeneration and ventricle dilatation. The resulting grey matter maps were then imported and fed into DARTEL ([@bb0010]) to achieve spatial normalisation into MNI space ([@bb0015]). These images were modulated by a non-linear component of the Jacobian determinant, allowing direct comparison of regional differences in the volume of grey matter corrected for individual brain sizes. Images were downsampled from 1.5 mm to 4 mm isotropic voxel size to reduce computational complexity. Finally, a 9.4 mm FWHM surface-based smoothing kernel was applied.

#### 2.4.1.2. Cortical thickness {#s0045}

Vertex-wise cortical thickness (CT) maps were estimated using Freesurfer v6.0 software(<http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/>) by means of a fully automated surface reconstruction of the grey/white matter boundary and the pial surface ([@bb1000]; [@bb2000]). Then, CT was calculated as the closest distance between the grey/white matter boundary and the pial surface at each vertex across the surface ([@bb3000]). CT maps were projected onto the average subject surface (fsaverage) to align the cortical folding patterns. Finally, a 10 mm FWHM surface-based smoothing kernel was applied.

### 2.4.2. White matter microstructure measures {#s0050}

Brain extraction was performed using the FSL Brain Extractor Tool ([@bb4000]). Head motion and eddy-current correction were then performed using the FMRIB\'s Diffusion Toolbox (FDT) in FMRIB\'s Software Library (FSL, <http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fdt>) and the gradient matrix was rotated ([@bb5000]).

The diffusion tensor was then reconstructed using Diffusion Toolkit\'s least-squares estimation algorithm for each voxel provided in Diffusion Toolkit (<http://www.trackvis.org/dtk>) and its corresponding eigenvalues and eigenvectors were extracted to calculate the fractional anisotropy (FA) and radial diffusivity (RD) maps. Using Tract-Based Spatial Statistics (TBSS, Smith et al., 2006) FA volumes were nonlinearly aligned to the FMRIB-58_FA MNI template and skeletonised, building a skeletonised mean FA image, which contained the centres of all tracts common to all participants in the study. Subsequently, each participant\'s normalised FA map was projected onto this skeleton FA group thresholded at FA ≥ 0.2. This process was also applied for the RD map using the transformations previously calculated for the FA maps. Finally, the resolution of the skeleton was downsampled from 1 mm to 2 mm isotropic voxel size.

2.5. Linked independent component analysis {#s0055}
------------------------------------------

Linked independent component analysis (linked ICA) ([@bb0110]) is a multimodal multivariate analysis that allows the fusing of MRI data from different modalities into a single model to obtain independent components of inter-subject variability. Linked ICA takes into account the spatial correlation of each modality to determine the optimal weighting of each neuroimaging modality, which reflects the relative contribution of each modality to a given independent component. Each resulting component consists of a spatial pattern for each neuroimaging modality and a single subject-course, with the loadings of each participant indicating the contribution to each component.

In the current study we used linked ICA combining the four measures described above: VBM grey matter volume, cortical thickness, FA and RD. In order to obtain a robust model, an order smaller than 1/4 of the number of subjects is commonly advised ([@bb0110], [@bb0115]). Given our sample size (*n* = 43), we initially ran the linked ICA model to estimate 10 components(*n* = 43). Note that the automatic relevant determination (ARD) prior automatically identified a model order of 9 ICAs, using our initial choice of 10 as model order more and letting then the model itself decide on the number of components present in the data.

Spatial patterns of the independent components were converted to pseudo-z-statistics and thresholded at z = 2.3.

2.6. Relationship between neuroimaging components and behavioural measures {#s0060}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to study the association between each of the resulting independent components and the behavioural measures, a multiple linear regression analysis was performed for each behavioural measure, including each component as a predictor. Age was also included as a predictor with the aim of modelling its effect. Bonferroni correction was used in order to account for multiple comparisons, taking into account the number of behavioural variables (*n* = 10), resulting in a threshold of *P* \< 0.005. Furthermore, we conducted a Chi-square test of independence in those components where statistically significant correlations with behavioural measures were found in order to analyse whether disease stage (manifest = 1, premanifest = 2) was associated with the contribution to this component (high = 1, low = 2). In order to establish two groups according to the subject\'s contribution to the component, the median subject loading in each component was calculated and all subjects with a lower loading were included in the "low" group, while subjects with higher loadings were included in the "high" group. The subject corresponding to the median loading was therefore excluded in each component.

3. Results {#s0065}
==========

3.1. Linked independent component analysis {#s0070}
------------------------------------------

From the initial ten dimensional factorisation, the linked ICA automatically provided through the automatic relevant determination (ARD) priors a model order equal to nine, resulting in nine independent components, each of them reflecting a different combination of modalities\' contributions. [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the relative loading of each component, sorting the components by the relative amount of total variance explained, in descending order.Fig. 1Relative weight of each modality within each component. Components are sorted from 1 to 10 by the amount of variance they explain. Components that significantly correlated with behavioural measures are indicated (2 and 7). VBM = Voxel Based Morphometry; FA = Fractional Anisotropy; RD = Radial Diffusivity; CT = Cortical Thickness. Green colours relate to grey matter measures and purple colours to white matter measures. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 1

After visual inspection of the spatial maps of the different components, the first unimodal component was discarded. This first component, found in previous studies ([@bb0190]), reflected brain size and significantly correlated with age (*r* = −0.57, *P* \< 0.001). Thus, we removed this component and included age as a predictor in the multiple linear regression analysis.

The remaining components were a combination of different neuroimaging variables, with diffusion measures dominating components 3, 5 and 6, whilst cortical thickness was predominant in component 7.

3.2. Relationship between neuroimaging components and behavioural measures {#s0075}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

After correcting for multiple comparisons, two neuroimaging components were significantly correlated with behavioural measures. Component 2 was a clearly multimodal component with a roughly similar variance explained by CT (32%), FA (30%) and VBM (24%) and to a slightly lesser extent RD (13%). The subjects\' loadings of this component significantly correlated with motor deficits reflected in the UHDRS total motor score (*r* = −0.69, *P* \< 0.001) and also with cognitive measures related with processing speed (SDMT: *r* = 0.59, *P* \< 0.001) and executive functions such as cognitive flexibility (TMT B-A: *r* = −0.71, *P* \< 0.001) and phonemic fluency (verbal fluency test, FAS: *r* = 0.63, *P* = 0.003 (see [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). The only cognitive measure that did not correlate with this component was the measure of suppression of interference (Stroop interference). Regarding the contribution of HD individuals at different stages to this component, the Chi-square test of independence with Yate\'s continuity correction showed that, in this component, there was a significant association between disease stage and subject loadings (χ^2^ (1) = 25.60, *P* \< 0.001).Fig. 2Relationship between subject loadings of Component 2 and both motor (in red) and cognitive (in yellow) deficits. The plots represent betas associated with each behavioural measure in the multiple linear regression analysis. UHDRS TMS: Unified Huntington\'s disease Rating Scale Total Motor Scale; SDMT = Symbol Digit Modality Test; TMT B-A = Trail Making Test B-A; FAS = Phonemic fluency test (letters F, A, S). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 2

In this cognitive-motor component, cortical thickness and grey matter volume measures provided complementary information that overlapped in different areas. The pattern of reduced cortical thickness associated to more severe cognitive and motor disturbances extended to multiple regions, including areas related to executive functions and sensorimotor and visuospatial processing ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). In particular, the most significant thinning was found in left superior temporal gyrus, the left supplementary motor area (SMA) and left premotor cortex.Fig. 3Spatial maps of each modality in component 2. The percentage of variance explained by each modality in this component is indicated. Hot and cold colours indicate lower and higher values on each MRI measure associated with more cognitive and motor disturbances, respectively. Colour bars indicate *Z*-statistics. The right side of the brain is shown in the left side of the image. MNI coordinates are shown for each slice. R = Right; VBM = Voxel-based morphometry; FA = Fractional Anisotropy; RD = Radial Diffusivity; CT = Cortical Thickness. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 3

While all the regions described so far showed cortical thinning associated with cognitive and motor impairments, it is worth noting that this component was associated at the same time with increased cortical thickness restricted to the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}).

The results of VBM were consistent with the cortical thickness maps, showing a pattern of reduced grey matter volume associated with worse cognitive and motor disturbances in regions involved in executive functions and sensorimotor processing, covering the caudate bilaterally, SMA, bilateral somatosensory cortex and superior parietal cortex extending to lateral occipital cortex. In contrast, the medial occipital cortex presented increased grey matter volume in this component ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}).

Furthermore, reduced FA values were also associated to more severe cognitive and motor disturbances in a main motor-related projection, the corticospinal tract (CST) bilaterally, and in connections that are involved in cognitive processing like the bilateral fornix, superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF), inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus (IFOF) and forceps minor and body of the corpus callosum (CC) as well as in the left arcuate fasciculus.

On the other hand, more severe cognitive and motor disturbances were at the same time associated to increased FA in the bilateral cortico-ponto-cerebellar tract ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). Notice that the spatial maps of RD values showed, as expected, a similar inverse pattern of FA maps, where regions of reduced FA corresponded with increased RD.

The whole multimodal pattern of this cognitive-motor component is convergent, since the white matter tracts showing microstructural changes connect the grey matter areas associated to this component in the CT and VBM modalities.

In contrast to the previous component, a second component (component 7) was largely dominated by one modality: cortical thickness (CT = 78%, FA = 16%, VBM = 4%). Subjects loadings in this component were significantly correlated with depression scores (PBA-s depression subscale: *r* = −0.45, *P* = 0.001) (see [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, the Chi-square test of independence with Yate\'s continuity correction showed that this psychiatric component was equally represented by manifest and premanifest individuals not showing a significant association between disease stage and subject loading in this component (χ^2^ (1) = 0.86, *P* = 0.354).Fig. 4Relationship between subject loadings of Component 7 and depressive symptoms. The plot represent betas associated the PBA depression behavioural measure in the multiple linear regression analysis. PBA = Problem Behaviours Assessment.Fig. 4

The pattern of cortical thickness was notably left lateralised ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}). More severe depressive symptoms were associated with reduced cortical thickness in limbic and paralimbic regions such as the left temporal pole, left ventromedial prefrontal cortex and bilateral insula. Furthermore, regions of the default mode network (DMN) such as the left superior frontal gyrus, left middle temporal gyrus, left anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) also presented reduced thickness in individuals with higher depression scores. Interestingly, some partial overlap with some regions associated with the previous component was also observed. Regions involved in sensorimotor processing such as left precentral and postcentral gyri and regions involved in cognitive processing, such as the left supramarginal gyrus also presented a pattern of reduced thickness in this component.Fig. 5Spatial maps of each modality in component 7. The percentage of variance explained by each modality in this component is indicated. Hot and cold colours indicate lower and higher values on each MRI measure associated with more depressive symptoms, respectively. Colour bars indicate *Z*-statistics. The right side of the brain is shown in the left side of the image. MNI coordinates are shown for each slice. R = Right; VBM = Voxel-based morphometry; FA = Fractional Anisotropy; RD = Radial Diffusivity; CT = Cortical Thickness. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 5

On the other hand, increased cortical thickness related to more severe depressive symptoms was observed in areas related to visuospatial processing, such as the left lateral occipital cortex and left fusiform gyrus extending to the left inferior temporal gyrus as well as the secondary somatosensory cortex ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}).

Although VBM contributed less to this component, it is worth noting that the reduced grey matter volume related to more severe depression resembled the pattern of reduced cortical thickness, although in this case the pattern was not left-lateralised. Similarly to the CT pattern, reduced grey matter volume was observed in areas involved in emotional processing, such as the left temporal pole and ventromedial prefrontal cortex and lateral orbitofrontal cortices bilaterally, as well as areas involved in cognition, such as the bilateral supramarginal gyrus and the right inferior frontal and middle temporal gyri as well as areas related to motor function, such as bilateral precentral and right postcentral gyri ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}).

Interestingly, this pattern of reduced grey matter volume was accompanied by increased grey matter volume in the right caudate, SMA, cerebellum and bilateral superior parietal lobules and the bilateral fusiform gyri extending to the inferior temporal gyri.

Regarding white matter measures, more depressive symptoms were associated with reduced FA in the forceps major of the CC, bilateral arcuate fasciculus IFOF, inferior longitudinal fasciculus (ILF), left uncinate fasciculus (UF) and cingulum, altogether connecting grey matter areas found to be affected in this component. On the other hand, this pattern of reduced FA was accompanied by increased FA in right UF, inferior cerebellar peduncle and in the forceps minor of the CC ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}).

4. Discussion {#s0080}
=============

The aim of the present study was to investigate the neurobiological basis of the three main symptom domains of HD: motor, cognitive and psychiatric disturbances. Although all of them characterise the disease, there is a high degree of heterogeneity in the prominence of each type of symptom. Thus, we hypothesised that interindividual differences in the damage in grey and white matter regions could explain the differential severity of each symptom domain. Given the complex nature of HD, with alterations in both grey and white matter, we used a multivariate and multimodal approach that allowed us to fuse images from different neuroimaging techniques and relate them with each type of symptom, in order to gain a more complete picture of the brain alterations in the disease. This approach also allowed us to see which neuroimaging modality was more sensitive in capturing the unique variance associated with each symptom domain.

We obtained four main findings. Firstly, cognitive and motor symptoms in HD shared a common neurobiological basis, whereas the psychiatric domain presents a differentiated neural signature. Secondly, cognitive and motor symptoms were associated with grey matter regions and white matter tracts involved in executive functions, language, and visuospatial and sensorimotor processing, whereas psychiatric symptoms were mainly associated with cortical areas and white matter tracts associated with emotional processing. Thirdly, whilst both grey and white matter equally contributed to explaining the cognitive-motor domain, in the case of the psychiatric domain, cortical thickness was strikingly relevant compared to the other modalities. Fourthly, in the cognitive-motor component there was a higher contribution of manifest patients, while the psychiatric component was characterised by an equal contribution of both manifest and premanifest individuals.

4.1. Relationship between symptom domains and neuroimaging independent components {#s0085}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The first main result was that component 2 from the linked ICA correlated with scores corresponding to both motor and cognitive symptoms (processing speed, cognitive flexibility and verbal fluency), whereas component 7 correlated with a variable of the psychiatric domain: depression (Depression subscale of the PBA-s). Our findings of a common neural basis for cognitive and motor symptoms that is different from that related with the psychiatric domain is in line with a recent study ([@bb0170]) following symptom progression in premanifest HD individuals. In this longitudinal study, more severe motor signs were associated with worse cognitive deficits, but not always by higher levels of depressive symptoms.

4.2. Spatial maps associated with symptom domains {#s0090}
-------------------------------------------------

The second main result of this study is the difference between the spatial maps associated with the cognitive-motor domain and those of associated with the psychiatric domain. In the cognitive-motor component, more severe cognitive and motor disturbances were associated with reduced cortical thickness, volume and structural connectivity in grey matter areas and white matter tracts involved in both cognitive and motor functions. Regarding cognitive functions, the pattern of grey and white matter alterations involved structures related to cognitive control (bilateral caudate nucleus, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, superior parietal areas), attention (SLF), visuospatial processing (occipital cortex and IFOF), language (inferior frontal areas and arcuate fasciculus) and memory (fornix). Thus, the pattern of cognitive structures involved in this component is consistent with its relationship to the deficits in processing speed, cognitive flexibility and verbal fluency. Regarding the structures involved in motor function, this component showed thinning and reduced volume of the SMA and the somato-sensory cortex, two key areas in motor planning and execution. The CST -- a major motor tract -- and the body of the CC -- which connects sensorimotor regions from one hemisphere to the other -- showed reduced structural connectivity in this component too. The involvement of motor areas and white matter tracts in this component is therefore in line with the observed association with motor signs.

It is important to point out that regions associated with emotional processing such as the temporal poles or the orbitofrontal cortex were not involved in this cognitive-motor component. Indeed, the only limbic structure involved, the ACC, showed a reverse pattern of cortical thickness to that of the other regions involved. Thus, the increased cortical thickness in this structure could suggest that patients with a cognitive-motor profile may be less prone to emotional disturbances.

In contrast, the spatial map of the psychiatric component was primarily characterised by a pattern of reduced grey matter thickness and volume and white matter connectivity in structures related to emotional processing. Depressive symptoms were associated with alterations in limbic and paralimbic structures previously associated with depression, such as the ACC, medial OFC, medial temporal gyrus, temporal pole and anterior insula ([@bb0185]; [@bb0270]; [@bb0105]; [@bb0250]; [@bb0325]) as well as the cingulum bundle and the left UF ([@bb0290]; [@bb0055]; [@bb0260]; [@bb0160]; [@bb0340]).

In the cortical thickness modality, which explained a great majority of the variance of the psychiatric component, the pattern was clearly left-lateralised, with the exception of the insula, which was found in both hemispheres. This is in line with an extensive literature on depression that shows an imbalance in interhemispheric grey matter ([@bb0175]; [@bb0310]) and dynamics with hypoactivity of the left hemisphere and hyperactivity of the right hemisphere (for a review see [@bb0130]).

In addition, the pattern of cortical thickness included the ACC, PCC, superior frontal gyrus and middle temporal gyrus, all areas pertaining to the DMN. Our results, therefore, are consistent with the known association between hyperactivity of the DMN and depression, possibly due to a maladaptive self-oriented rumination ([@bb0030]; [@bb0120], [@bb0125]).

Besides structures classically associated with the processing and regulation of emotion, we also found alterations in some grey matter regions and white matter tracts associated with cognitive processing such as the left supramarginal gyrus and bilateral IFOF, arcuate fasciculus and ILF. Cortical thinning was also found in sensorimotor processing areas such as the precentral and postcentral gyri. Interestingly, cognitive and sensorimotor areas have also been found to be affected in depression, in terms of both grey matter structure ([@bb0310]; [@bb0105]) and functional connectivity ([@bb0075]).

On the other hand, the psychiatric component was also associated with a pattern of increased grey matter. This was observed in areas related with visual processing, such as the lateral occipital and lingual cortices and cognitive control, such as the right caudate, precuneus, superior parietal cortex, cerebellum and SMA. These results suggest that these areas tend to be preserved in HD patients with depressive symptoms.

In summary, the second main finding showed large differences between the spatial maps of the cognitive-motor and the psychiatric components, with a low degree of overlapping. All in all, the regions that we found to be associated with each symptom component are in line with its known functions. Importantly, some regions showed opposite patterns. For instance, whilst in the cognitive-motor component more severe deficits were associated with reduced volume in right caudate, SMA and bilateral superior parietal gyrus as well as reduced cortical thickness in lateral occipital and lingual cortices, these areas showed increased volume and thickness associated with higher depression scores in the psychiatric component. On the other hand, in the cognitive-motor component, the middle occipital cortex and the ACC showed increased volume and thickness, respectively, while the inverse pattern was observed in the psychiatric component.

The results of the spatial maps partially converge with the model of segregated motor, associative and limbic cortico-striatal circuits ([@bb0235]; [@bb0140]), characterised by a partial overlap between motor and associative networks and a more clearly segregated limbic loops.

4.3. Contribution of neuroimaging modalities in each symptom profile {#s0095}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Regarding the third main finding of the current study, there were differences regarding the contribution of each modality to each component. In the case of the cognitive-motor component, both grey and white matter measures had a similar weight, whereas the psychiatric component was clearly dominated by a single modality: cortical thickness.

These results may suggest differences in the pathophysiology underlying different symptoms in HD. On the one hand, cognitive and motor symptoms seem to be caused equally by a reduction in grey matter volume, cortical thickness and white matter integrity. In contrast, the neural underpinning of depression in HD seems to be much more restricted, primarily involving cortical thickness with grey matter volume only explaining 4% of the variance.

It is important to note that, even though cortical thickness influences grey matter volume, these two measures are independent, since grey matter volume also depends of surface area, which is thought to contribute to a larger extent than cortical thickness ([@bb0330]). Although the neurobiological basis of each metric is still unclear, it has been observed that in many, but not all, cortical regions of the brain thicker areas have reduced neural density ([@bb0180]), which is thought to indicate an increased number of dendrites and synapses per neuron ([@bb0315]). Thus, in many brain regions, cortical thickness could be related to cortical connectivity ([@bb0040]).

4.4. Contribution of premanifest and manifest individuals in each symptom domain {#s0100}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The fourth main finding of the study showed that subject loadings which contributed more to the cognitive-motor component included significantly more manifest patients than premanifest individuals, while in the psychiatric component the subjects who contributed more to the component were a mix of manifest and premanifest individuals. This is in line with the previous studies that have found that whilst cognitive and motor deficits tend to worsen as the disease progresses ([@bb0200]; [@bb0280]), depressive symptoms can vary across different disease stages and do not correlate with disease progression ([@bb0050]; [@bb0155]; [@bb0170]).

4.5. Integration of main findings and concluding remarks {#s0105}
--------------------------------------------------------

Considering the four main findings of our study which show differences between cognitive-motor and psychiatric domains regarding i) the associations with independent components, ii) brain structures involved, iii) contributions of each neuroimaging modality and iv) contribution of patients in premanifest and manifest stages, we propose that there are two distinct symptom profiles in HD with differentiated neural substrates.

Our results suggest that depression in HD is independent of striatal degeneration, which would explain the lack of correlation between depression and disease progression. This division of psychiatric symptoms from cognitive and motor disturbances could originate from the differences in the cortico-striatal circuits involved. In both cognitive and motor circuits, cortical areas (dorsolateral prefrontal and sensorimotor cortices, respectively) project to the dorsal striatum (caudate and putamen), while in the limbic circuit, cortical areas (mainly the ACC) project to the ventral striatum. In addition, the output of basal ganglia nuclei are also distinct. Whilst in cognitive and motor circuits projections from the dorsal striatum connect to the dorsal portions of the globus pallidus, the limbic circuit projects to the ventral pallidum. Furthermore, the dopaminergic pathways involved are also different. In the cognitive and motor circuits, dopaminergic projections from the substantia nigra pars compacta connect to the dorsal striatum through the nigrostriatal pathway. In the case of the limbic circuit, the ventral striatum receives dopaminergic projections from the ventral tegmental area through the mesolimbic pathway.

The interaction between the cognitive and the motor circuits has been repeatedly observed in the literature. Some instances are the role of executive prefrontal regions in gait speed control ([@bb0285]) and the involvement of pre-SMA in cognitive motor control ([@bb0150]), being an area at the intersection of cognitive and motor domains. Furthermore, it has been observed that there is greater influence of cognitively demanding contexts in motor performance during cognitive-motor dual tasks in older adults ([@bb0230]) and different neurological populations, such as stroke ([@bb0245]) and Parkinson\'s disease patients ([@bb0165]), which further highlights the possibility that shared neural circuits could underlie the relationship between cognitive and motor functions. Another example of this interaction is the engagement of both executive and motor corticostriatal circuits during learning ([@bb0320]).

Thus, given the high degree of interaction and overlap between the cognitive and motor systems, it is plausible that alterations in both circuits form the neural basis of a shared symptom profile comprising cognitive and motor deficits in HD that is distinct from the psychiatric profile.

Regarding depression in HD, there is still debate in relation to its source. In a study on at-risk individuals undergoing genetic testing, HD gene-carriers presented higher depression rates than those who turned out negative for HD ([@bb0155]). This result suggests that there is a relationship between depression and the neuropathology of HD. However, in a more recent study, depression prevalence in manifest and premanifest individuals was comparable to their care-givers or people with a history of being at-risk for HD but genetically confirmed to be non-carriers ([@bb0210]). In addition, the fact that depression scores in general do not correlate with clinical or biological indicators of disease progression has been suggested to be an indication that this psychiatric symptom is not linked to the neuropathology of HD ([@bb0275]).

Previous neuroimaging studies investigating the relationship between the three different symptom domains and brain structure at whole-brain level in HD have not found an association with psychiatric symptoms ([@bb0020]; [@bb0255]). Our results suggest that this relationship is preferentially captured by cortical thickness measures and that classical univariate analysis may have insufficient power to detect it when including multiple symptom measures and whole brain level analysis. We found that the neural basis of depression in HD share commonalities with those found in major depression disorder.

Finally, the current study presents the limitation of only including structural measures of the brain. Given the sample size, it was not advisable to include more neuroimaging modalities in the linked ICA in order to maintain a sufficient number of degrees of freedom. Future studies with larger sample sizes could nonetheless incorporate resting-state functional connectivity measures with the aim of better understanding the contribution of each type of neurobiological changes to the complex symptomatology of HD.

In conclusion, using a multivariate multimodal approach we were able to distinguish two symptom profiles in HD (cognitive-motor and psychiatric) with different neurobiological basis. These results are relevant in the context of clinical trials, since they could be used to define specific biomarkers for each symptom profile, even before clinical signs appear. Having more homogenous groups would potentially increase the likelihood of detecting successful interventions and help to find individualised treatments that target specific cognitive, motor and psychiatric disturbances. Furthermore, our findings underscore the value of multimodal fusion approaches in characterising heterogeneous patterns of neurodegeneration.
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